
Dramatic Writing Written Assessment 

You may choose film or television. Since many of these are created through 

collaboration in the professional world, you may also choose to do so. I 

will give you several options for both solo and group assignments. 

You will adhere to all formatting guidelines. 

Final due date is Friday, April 20th, by 4pm. 

Solo 

1. Original Story, section of full-length script. You will choose a 

segment of your story and write a segment of script 15-20 pages in 

length. Remember, the standards of the margins make this much less 

writing than you think it is.  

2. Adaptation, section of full-length script. Same as above, but 

adapting a book or story. This also applies to a retelling of another 

filmed story but you must make significant changes to it [setting, 

time,etc]. 

3. Television: write an episode of your favorite show, current or past. 

You will be using their characters and adhering to the world of the 

show but creating your own new storyline. As a solo writer, yours can 

be slightly shorter than the usual length. Half hour shows generally 

run around 35 pages and hour shows about twice that.  

 

Group- no more than THREE to a writing group. 

4. Original Story, section of full-length script. You will choose a 

segment of your story and write a segment of script 25-35 pages in 

length. Remember, the standards of the margins make this much less 

writing than you think it is.  

5. Adaptation, section of full-length script. Same as above, but 

adapting a book or story. This also applies to a retelling of another 

filmed story but you must make significant changes to it [setting, 

time,etc]. 

6. Television: write an episode of your favorite show, current or past. 

You will be using their characters and adhering to the world of the 

show but creating your own new storyline. Groups, having more people, 

and being closer to what happens professionally, will be expected to 

get close in pages to the industry averages. Half hour shows 

generally run around 35 pages and hour shows about twice that. 

 

Writing Resources 

Formatting 

One of the most important aspects that you will have to work with is the 

formatting. Screenwriting has a very specific format and in the old days 

you had to memorize how to do this but now we have TECHNOLOGY! 



Amazon Storywriter: https://storywriter.amazon.com/  Amazing. Like Google 

docs for screenwriting. 

Google Doc Add-Ons. If you are familiar with Google Docs, especially if 

you are in a writing group, download one of several screenplay formatting 

add-ons through Google. These are free apps that turn your word processor 

into a screenwriting machine. 

 

Useful if you can’t use one of the formatters above for whatever reason: 

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/writersroom/scripts/screenplay.pdf 

(I will put this on the blog as well) 

Final Draft [software] formatting guide: 

https://www.finaldraft.com/learn/how-to-format-a-screenplay/ 

 

General Screenwriting Help 

https://www.scribd.com/doc/18271215/Screenwriting-Bible 

https://screencraft.org/2014/09/19/the-top-screenwriting-terms/  This is 

an excellent resource with some video clips for some of the terms! 

https://sites.google.com/site/kpscreenwriting/home  Excellent class 

website with videos and help articles. 

 

What will we be turning in? 

1. A three act outline with main plot points highlighted. 

2. Character list with brief descriptions including motivations. 

3. Segment of actual screenplay/entire TV ep.  
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